Speaker Excellence Awards – 2003 Spring Conference

Gold Medal Sessions

Laura Knapp
  • Installing Linux as Your Desktop

Randall Munson
  • Success through CREATIVITY!
  • How to Deliver a GREAT Technical Presentation!
  • The Serious Business of HUMOR!

Trevor Perry
  • Get a Life!

Robert Tipton
  • Breaking Out of Your Comfort Zone

Silver Medal Sessions

Al Barsa
  • Everything About System Values (But Were Afraid to Ask)

Litrik DeRoy
  • Data/Text Merge for the E-Business World

Randall Munson
  • Magic of Selling Technology!
  • Turn Change into Dollars!
  • Overcoming the Fear of Speaking

Rares Pateanu
  • Getting Started with PowerPoint

Trevor Perry
  • Overcoming the Fear of Speaking

Jim Sloan
  • Portrait of an Artist: Michelangelo

Robert Tipton
  • Top 10 Mega-Issues in IT Today
  • Untangling IT: Insights on Effective IT Leadership

Larry Youngren
  • Remote Journal: Is it right for your shop?
  • Tools to Analyze Journal Performance in an HA Environment
**Bronze Medal Sessions**

Al Barsa
- Recovery and High Availability Solutions

John Davenport
- LPAR: Advanced Concepts

Richard Dolewski
Disaster Strikes Your AS/400, Are You Ready?
Installing a New Release to Your iSeries
Don't Fall with the Fallen!

Wayne Evans
- iSeries Auditing Tips & Techniques
- iSeries Security Advanced Functions

Jim Fey
- Using Firewalls and DMZ's / Red Zones for eCommerce

Mike Gordon
- Domino Backup and Recovery Strategies

Kim Greene
- Integrate Domino and DB2

Charles Massoglia
- RPG IV: Built In Functions
- Advanced iSeries-AS/400 OPNQRYF
- RPG IV: Date & Time Data Types

Jim Oberholtzer
- LPAR Installation Issues and Recovery

Jon Paris
- RPG IV: RPG at V5R1 – Bigger and Better than Ever!

Trevor Perry
- How to be an IT Survivor

Roxanne Reynolds-Lair
- Dinner is Business Too: a Professional's Guide to the Business Etiquette

Frank Soltis
- A Vision for the iSeries

Baron Stewart
- Come Learn the Business Dance
Paul Tuohy
- ILE by Example
- New to RPG IV Programming Part 1
- New to RPG IV Programming Part 2

Larry Youngren
- What's New in Journaling for V5R1?
- Striving for Optimal Journal Performance

Best New Speaker Award

Kelley Goggins
- 9 Weeks in New Jersey: Fidelity's World Trade Center Contingency Plan in Action

Best New Session Award

Laura Knapp
Installing Linux as Your Desktop!

Best Traditional Lab Award

Adam Stallman and Larry Youngren
- Take New Journal Features for a Spin

Best Open Lab Award

Roy Goldstein and Claus Weiss
- Vage RPG Topics